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Next Meeting : Monday, 10th December, 2018
Venue : The Lindfield Community Centre, corner of Bradfield Rd and Moore Avenue, West Lindfield.
Don’t forget, this is Christmas party night, special arrangements apply : (more detail on page 2)
1. There is no Culture Class, or guest speaker, but - there is still a full benching of orchids. However, please note

that benching doesn’t start until 7pm and there will only be 30 minutes for benching.
2. Benching Cards must still be filled in, and done properly. If you can, fill them out at home or make yourself a list.
Even if you have to wait until you get there to add the benching class number, preparation with help you.
3. We want to see lovely orchids there, but to help us manage table space in the hall, and to help you with the effort,
we ask that you minimise the total numbers you bench. Perhaps just your best ones.
4. The formal meeting commences early at 7.30pm so you must complete all benching before 7.30pm.
5.

The FOOD – The Party starts around 8pm and is buffet style, mostly finger food. The Society provides all the

savoury foods, and drinks, including some beer and wine, but we would appreciate members bringing something
sweet, to share for desserts. This is a light hearted night where we end the year in a social environment with our
partners, friends, family, some of our guest speakers from the past year, and guests from our sister societies.
6. The main entertainment feature of the night is the traditional Monster Christmas Raffle. The Society supplies
two big Christmas hampers, and a few other prizes, but members are all asked to also donate a present as a raffle
prize. There are no rules about what it is but please, no trick gifts or booby prizes. Make it something nice,
something desirable, a prize you would be really pleased to win yourself. I suggest that a minimum value would be
around $10-$15. Some examples might be an orchid, chocolates or other sweets, a bottle of wine, etc.

Best of Evening Novice – Phal unknown - grown by Phillip and Peng Toong
What a lovely orchid. We are seeing some genuinely high class
and exotically coloured Phalaenopsis available to us these days
through outlets like supermarkets, nurseries, and florists. They are
created by selective breeding by huge international specialist
nurseries. They are not bred for awards, but instead for a wide
range of different colours and patterns and flower display that they
have researched to be popular with the public at large. The best are
then cloned, mass produced in flasks, and distributed
internationally. They are primarily designed to be an alternative to
that ‘bunch of flowers’ we used to so often give for birthdays,
mothers days, get well gifts, etc. After all, a live flowering plant at
least offers the possibility that it might be re-flowered year after year.
However, these orchids are so good, and of such high quality that even we mad orchid growers buy them. It is
unfortunate for myself and for other more nutty orchid growers, that the real target market has no need for the fancy
orchid naming system we crazy orchid growers live by. They might have a code number for their own records, but
they don’t register the vast majority or bother giving them a name at all. So, for the purpose of this bulletin, I can’t tell
you a single thing about it. No info about the parents, no background on where its characteristics might come from.
Nothing, nada, zilch, even if it is a gorgeous orchid.
Congratulations Phillip and Peng. You are growing it beautifully. And what a stunning colour combination.
The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Society News (if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com )

First, recapping the Arrangements for the Christmas meeting night :
(a) This is our Christmas party night. We have moved it a week earlier than our normal meeting night (to
Mon Dec 10th) to avoid the real Christmas. The formal meeting also commences early at 7.30 pm. Don’t be late.
(b) There is still a full benching of orchids as per any other month. BUT - benching cannot start until 7 pm so you
only have half an hour to get your orchids on the tables and your cards filled out.
(c) We do love to see all those beautiful orchid flowers each month, even Christmas, but space is always just a trifle
tight at Christmas so perhaps you might cut back the quantity just a fraction and limit your benching to your best.
(d) We don’t want you all stressed out before the party. Please plan your arrival and leave yourself enough time. And
PLEASE wear your name badge. You know why. We don’t know each other as well as we might and it greatly aids
social contact. Put your name tag in the car right now so you don’t forget, and wear it when you get there.
(e) There is no Culture Class or speaker – the only “formal” part of the agenda is the announcing of the winners of the
benching point score competition from throughout the year and the handing out of associated prizes.
(f) The Monster Christmas Raffle is the main entertainment feature of the night. The Society supplies two big
Christmas hampers, and a few other prizes, but members are all asked to also donate a present (a raffle prize). We
suggest something worth at least $10-$15 or so. We want lots of prizes so there is a chance for nearly everyone to go
home a winner. Donated prizes can be anything – for example orchids, books, chocolates, exotic plants, wine. If you
want to donate plants or orchids but they are smaller or of less value, perhaps box a few together. Please - no tricks,
booby prizes or rubbish. Make it something you would be really pleased to win yourself.
(g) The Party food - The Society provides all the savoury foods, plenty of fruit punch and a limited range of
soft-drinks, beer and wine. If anyone wishes to bring anything other food or drinks specific to meet their own
needs, by all means go ahead but be aware that kitchen space and facilities are very limited.
(h) For dessert, the society supplies a number of items, but traditionally we also appreciate members bringing a
small plate of some other special sweet delight to share for desserts so that we have a wonderful array of variety. Even
if we end up with left overs, we love to have that choice. It is Christmas.
(i) The Society provides plastic plates, cups, and utensils etc, paper serviettes etc. ,

This is a light hearted night where we end the year in a social environment with our partners,
friends, family, and visitors. Let’s have a good time.
-----------------------------------------------

Other Member Information
New email address - Please note that our society now has a new email address which is being administered. This new
email address has also been added to our web page and is kuringgaiorchidsociety@gmail.com.
The Royale Orchids Laelia Purpurata Show and Auction Day - Royale have been a friend to our society for many
years and we are proud to recommend their big event on Saturday 8th December. This is a 1 day show with the nursery
open from 9am to 4pm. The show will display a huge array of all the different varieties of this wonderful species.
Everybody is invited to attend and exhibit. Royale is at 70 Brieses Rd Peats Ridge ( at the end of Brieses Rd).
There will be a free sausage sizzle with Tea/Coffee. Those who register their interest in attending (in advance) will
also have the opportunity access growing areas that are normally out of bounds. Everybody is Welcome! To keep you
engaged during the day they will also be holding an Auction with approximately 60 lots of various select and
desirable orchids with both species and hybrids on offer. See their Facebook page.
Special Thank You to Bob - Bob has been arranging our culture class guest presenters for a number of years and the
seats have always been packed. The Committee, and I am sure, all members as well, offer Bob Ellis a special thank
you for his wonderful efforts in making these arrangements behind the scenes. He has a knack in connecting with
people and has made sure there has been something new and fascinating to learn every month. Thanks Bob.
Orchid Society of NSW ‘Judging, and Orchid Appreciation’ course. - The OSNSW is beginning a new session of
this course on March 15th next year. The course involves meetings once per month on a Friday night, right through
until 2021 and cover a very wide range of topics and is intended for all who are interested in developing their
knowledge of orchids, who are keen to learn about the standards set for orchid judging and ‘what the judges are
looking for’. A one off payment of $50.00 is to be made at the commencement of the course. Please contact the
course coordinator Veronica Clowes (secretary@orchidsocietynsw.com.au) for further information.
---------- -------------- ------------ --------------

--------------- -------------- ------------ --------------

----------------

------------- ------------ --------------

---------------

Car Service Provider Sign - We offer three kinds of service. – Good, Cheap, and Fast.
You can pick any two. - Good service Cheap won’t be Fast, - Good service Fast won’t be Cheap,
Fast Service Cheap, won’t be Good.
The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Best of the Evening Hybrid – Aerangis Elro grown by Garrie and Lesley Bromley
This is a great orchid if you ever see a piece for sale. Although most Aerangis have a
deserved reputation for being cranky orchids to grow, Elro is a marked exception.
Elro is a primary hybrid between two Madagascan species - Aerangis ellisii and Aerangis
modesta. It was registered in only 2009 by HQ Orchids in South Africa. It has a more than
60 cm pendulous inflorescence with 20-25 pure white 4 cm diameter flowers. Well grown
plants can produce many simultaneous spikes.
Each flower has an amazingly long 16 cm spur at the back of the lip which acts as a
nectary tube for the night flying moth that would the pollinator of one of its parents.
As I previously wrote up this great orchid in 2015 when Chris Nidagal got a Best of the
Evening with it, I hope you don’t mind if I republish much of that write up.
But first, this is one of the most spectacular Aerangis I have seen, and also the toughest
and most reliable. It doesn’t need a hot house like most of the species Aerangis I have
grown, nor does it have particularly special shade or humidity requirements.
Others may find more examples, or have more luck, but Elro and a species I purchased as
Cryptodon are the only two Aerangis I grow in the shade house or in ‘pots’. I have Elro in
a plastic slotted Vanda pot, and cryptodon, which I believe is easily mixed up with Elro’s
parent species ellisii, is in a slatted wooded basket. Both hang above other orchids in what
I call my shade house, but is perhaps more accurately described as half shade house half cold glasshouse. It isn’t
heated, and gets pretty cold in there in winter (perhaps sometimes down to 1°C), but it has a polycarbonate roof, and
solid walls on two sides. In winter I can control the water the orchids get so that it is only when I choose, and the two
polycarbonate walls do a significant job helping to block the prevailing cold south easterly winter winds.
Elro is shaded by 50% shade cloth over the poly roof but it does hang in a bright area. It hangs about 1 metre above
the benches, which are themselves about 80 cm off the ground. It might do better a little warmer and more moist, but
it tolerates a low temperature of at least 1°C and still flowers regularly for me in early summer every year.
In general, the genus Aerangis seem to be real air plant epiphytes that much prefer being grown mounted. Which is
bad news at least for me, as I am not a great grower of mounted plants. My watering regime, which more or less suits
a fairly wide range of different orchids, doesn’t seem to be sufficient to keep mounted plants thriving. In addition,
when they are bit dryer than they prefer, they also seem to be particularly prone to attack from scale or mealybugs and
if you don’t notice these in time, they can quickly send the orchid to the dead labels file.
Interestingly, Garrie and Lesley flower their Elro in November, but for me it flowers in December. Perhaps because
my home is located in a slight north to south oriented valley and my day length is fractionally shorter. My Elro has
presently been sitting with a spike about as long as Garrie and Lesley’s, covered in buds ready to open, for well over a
month. I guess it will be out for our Christmas meeting.
I think the pictures below are from the nursery in South Africa where Elro was developed. They seem to clearly show
that it takes fairly hard conditions and a lot of light. Just look at all those flowers, presumably from a batch of
seedlings. It is like the white water spray from the top of a mini waterfall.

I don’t think Elro is currently available at Australian orchid nurseries, but as I said earlier, if you see a little bit around
on a sales table or auction, grab it. It isn’t a prolific producer of side growths so be patient. This is one for wait list.
Congratulations yet again Garrie and Lesley. Beautifully grown and presented guys. Lovely.

For Word Lovers : - if you can't budge it, you are stuck with your debt.
- Did you hear about the overweight, alcoholic transvestite – All he wanted to do was eat, drink and be Mary.
- Santa's helpers are all subordinate clauses.
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Best of the Evening Species – Maxillaria sanguinea - grown by Peter and Jane D’Olier
I have seen this pretty little orchid many times over the year
but I have never seen it presented so artistically. The small
flowers are nicely coloured and attractive, but the true beauty
is more in its whole-of-plant display. Very elegant.
Maxillaria sanguinea comes from Costa Rica and Panama in
primary rainforests at elevations of 50 to 900 metres. It occurs
as an epiphyte on the larger branches of some trees. The bulbs
are only small, about 2 to 2.5 cm diameter but flattish, being
wider than thick. The long narrow leaves are 35 cm long by
only about 3 or 4 mm wide. They are narrow and perhaps
grass like, but still leaf-like and not needle-like as in some
Dendrochilums. They rise vertically and then arch out and
down gracefully like a piece of art.
The name sanguinea refers to blood, presumably in reference
to the red flowers, but despite their acknowledged red tones, it would certainly be misleading to call them ‘red’ as you
can see from the close up at the far right.
Like all Maxillarias, each inflorescence carries just one flower
(about 3 to 3.5cm across) but when flowering, each pseudobulb
can produce many simultaneous inflorescences, in a similar
manner to some of the yellow flowered Lycastes with which
many of you may be more familiar. A well grown Maxillaria
(not just sanguinea) can make a spectacular specimen. But you
don’t need swarms of flowers to show off a dainty little orchid
like sanguinea. Peter and Jane’s is a lovely specimen, but how about this other pretty
little specimen from the internet (on the right). If I saw that one on the bench I would
approaching the owner to talk about the value of sharing and spreading rare genomes to
ensure their survival. And if that didn’t work, there is always begging. It’s worth a try.
As the species comes from only moderate elevations in the tropics of Central America,
I would have thought it would require intermediate conditions but I recall that the last
time I grew this species I had it in my shade house and there seemed to be no
particularly negative impact. I was only experimenting with Maxillarias At the time
and eventually I sold off that piece to pursue some other direction that seemed completely logical at the time. Peter
and Jane’s little charmer has reignited my desire so I must look about for another piece to add to my botanical zoo.
Congratulations on another Best of the Evening Peter and Jane. Grown well and presented beautifully.

Miniature Glasshouses and Lepanthopsis by Jim Brydie

L. astrophora

At the NSW Species Orchid society in October this year, I purchased a sales
lot that was just listed as Lepanthopsis astrophora. This is a cute little
miniature Pleurothallid species from coastal areas in Venezuela and
Colombia at elevations between about 700 & 1500 metres. As many of you
would know, I grow quite a few ‘Pleuros’, including another Lepanthopsis
species, and I was pleased to acquire this little rarely seen treasure. However,
while this purchase did inspire me to write this article, the species itself has
nothing to do with it.
The inspiration was the fact that the sales lot comprised 2 tiny, but healthily growing, baby plants that were only
deflasked earlier this year. They were being sold in a pot sitting inside a clear
L. astrophora
Pleiones
plastic disposable drink cup with cling wrap plastic fastened over the top by an
elastic band. A simple but brilliant idea.
I don’t know why this lovely little improvisation struck me so much. I am a keen
gardener as well as an orchid grower, and like all gardeners I have long used cut
off drink bottle ‘glasshouses’ to strike cuttings and raise seeds. When deflasking
orchids I have also occasionally protected some fragile babies temporarily by
placing community pots of them into those commercially produced little plastic
mini glasshouses (picture next page). However, I have never liked to leave them
shut up like this for long because I reasoned that they needed to be weaned out of a flask like environment as soon as
possible to help them make the adaption to the more open environment in which they must eventually grow.
I must say however, that with some of the orchids I have tried to deflask and grow on, my present methods might be
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described as something less than a roaring success. Especially with some of the softer orchids, and those from
specialist environments like Dendrobium cuthbertsonii.
My precious little new Lepanthopsis on the other hand have
probably grown an extra centimetre in the 5 weeks since the
auction. They are thriving in their little closed glasshouse
cup and I haven’t watered, misted, or fertilised them either.
The idea inspired me so much that the day after the auction,
I potted up 2 little pots of Pleione formosana bulbils and set
them up in clear plastic cups and cling wrap in the same
way. I put one of those cups in the club raffle at last
month’s meeting, and grew the other cup on my dining
room table alongside the Lepanthopsis and some flowering Phalaenopsis. I don’t know what is happening to the raffle
pot, but the bulbils in my retained pot have all sprouted and when I tipped them out today, two had roots over 3 cm
long. That is the best I have done with bulbils for a long time. A pretty convincing methodology it seems to me.
But, does it have to be a clear plastic cup and cling wrap?
Before I wrote this article I did a google search to see if anyone
else had already documented the idea. After all, there is no
point in writing it again if I can ask for permission to reproduce
someone else’s work. I didn’t find what I went looking for but
boy, weren’t there some interesting similar ideas. Here are just a
few, pictured and discussed, that I thought you might also try.
These first few are all close variations of the same idea. For
example, instead of just cling wrap across the top of a single
cup, how about a second cup upside down on top of the other, and sealed with cling wrap
around the middle? It gives you twice the height and air space and you may be able to leave
the orchid or cutting in it longer.
Or perhaps variations on the cut off drink bottle glasshouse by using a clear plastic cup instead of the drink bottle. The
resulting mini glasshouse is smaller, but that might be an advantage if you want
to share whatever you are propagating. The bottom vessel can be either a
traditional plastic plant pot, or a not-see-through drinking container like one of
those foam coffee cups or even just a paper based throwaway cup. In all cases
the containers must naturally be chosen to fit one another.
And then, .... there are the more exotic, imaginative alternatives.
Now be honest, would you have ever thought you could make a snazzy mini
glasshouse out of clear plastic CD containers, or even one of those CD spindle
cases that you used to get when you bought a 50 or 100 blank CDs. These are just two of the ideas explored on
https://balconygardenweb.com/easy-diy-mini-greenhouse-ideas-creative-homemade-greenhouses/
CD spindle house
As you can see from this picture borrowed from the
website, the CD case glasshouse is really cute. More like a
sort of miniature Wardian case, and it would make a great
display in the home. There are detailed instructions on the
web site but it is essentially just a matter of empty CD cases
and glue.
Likewise, the spindle case is simple. The black base is the
part with the spindle on which the stack of CD’s sits. You
will need to cut off the spindle but then you have an instant
CD case
top and bottom that clip together. A beautiful little tiny
house
glasshouse.
Now when I started this article, I never intended to include deflasking or plant culture information. That sort of stuff
has been included time and again and is readily available on the internet, however there is one ‘culture tip’ that I wish
to offer that is relevant to growing in a closed or near closed air space. My friend and ‘master grower’ - Trevor
Onslow convinced me ages ago that in potting freshly deflasked orchids, you should sterilise the medium you pot
into. Trevor sterilises bark mixes by placing the moist medium in a plastic bag in a microwave and running it on high
for 8 to 10 minutes, and then letting it cool. He has found that especially with baby plants this really helps prevent
damping off and rots. If you are putting baby orchids (or even other garden propagations?) into one of the mini
glasshouse environments above, sterilising the medium first might be a very good idea. Be bold, give it a try.

For Word Lovers : - Acupuncture is a jab well done.
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Thunia marshalliana - the Bamboo Orchid (Jim Brydie)
At a recent meeting of another club, a member asked me for advice about whether an orchid he had bought was
suitable for his growing conditions. He is experienced but relatively new to orchids and I was a little apprehensive as I
approached his car to check it out for him. I imagined it might be a big Cattleya or a Vanda or a hardcane Dendrobe
that might need a heated glasshouse. But, good news, it was Thunia marshalliana. He had purchased it recently as a
single back cane with a new growth starting, and had grown the new shoot to a lovely fat new cane about 45 cm tall,
well on the way to flowering this coming Christmas. Hence its second
common name “the Christmas Orchid”.
T. marshalliana (now known as T. alba, but don’t tell anybody) is
found in a band of territory from NE India, Myanmar, Thailand, and
southern China, along the lower mountain areas of the Himalayas, at
elevations between 1000 and 2300 metres. It is often found growing in
seasonally wet areas in loose, fertile soils beside streams but can also
occur in other habitats and it surprised me to find out that it can even
occur as a genuine epiphyte in the forks of trees or on rocks.
It has a very distinct two phase growth cycle in tune with the seasonal
monsoon rains. The cycle starts with the commencement of new
growths in Spring (perhaps September in Sydney) and grow very rapidly for about 4 months, right up to Christmas,
when the soft-ish cane-like growth reaches its maximum height (70 cm?) and the flowers
are produced from the top of the new stems. Thunias like bright light, perhaps even full sun
in the morning. The flowers are big (about 12 – 14 cm), white with a yellow and orange
throat. They are very showy but downward facing. A well grown cane can produce a dozen
flowers and they last for about two weeks.
After flowering, active growth is now complete for the season but the stems stay leafy and
green for a while longer as the growth matures and presumably fattens up to store away
energy to sustain it through its dormant phase from late Autumn to the following Spring.
By the time the new pseudobulb has become leafless, the previous season’s growth has
begun to shrivel and die.
The short and fast growth season means Thunias need regular water and fertiliser. Most
growers grow them in a straight commercial terrestrial potting mix, but others make a quasi
terrestrial quasi epiphyte mix with various added proportions of something like a Cymbidium mix. They just need a
mix that will hold the moisture and fertiliser while they are growing but also at least give the roots some aeration.
They don’t have to be repotted every year but I feel it is worthwhile. In Spring, I wait until the new growth is about 7
cm tall before I repot, so that the emerging new roots are immediately off and running into the new medium. As I
grow them standing in a shallow saucer of water, I prefer about 50:50 potting mix and Cymbid mix. Once I am
satisfied that growth is off and away, I start regularly feeding with soluble fertiliser every week. A topping of
Dynamic Lifter or the like wont hurt either.
Growth is amazingly fast and if all goes well, the stems will reach between 60 and 90 cm by Christmas when it will
flower. After flowering, I keep the plant in the saucer of water and keep fertilising with my other orchids until the
leaves wither some time just before Winter. At that point I take it out of the saucer. Some experts recommend leaving
the plants dry out completely over Winter, and until the new growths are well away, but I don’t think you need to be
all that careful about it. I set my plants aside but don’t specifically try to dry them out. They still get watered
occasionally with other plants although all get less in winter. While this winter treatment probably doesn’t do
anything positive for them, neither do they rot off or anything like that, and they just sit there until they restart in the
Spring and get repotted.
You will also often see what looks like marshalliana with a pink/mauve lip. It may
even be labelled marshalliana, but this is actually a hybrid called T. Veitchiana, a
hybrid between marshalliana and a rarely seen pink species bensoniae. The plants
look almost identical apart from the lip colour.
Thunias are not hard to come by and are well worth
a place in any collection. A well growing Thunia
frequently produces two shoots off each old cane in
Spring so they are easily propagated by division when needed, but this is an unusual
orchid that can also be propagated relatively easily by stem cuttings. Mature bare stems
are cut into lengths (say 20 cm or more?) and lain flat on a bed of potting mix or
sphagnum moss. New baby plants will develop at many of the nodes. Once these little
plants have developed their own roots, they can be removed from the old cane and
potted on individually.
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